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INTRODUCTION 
The eBMS/Connect driver for Niagara 4 allows a Tridium Niagara 4 instance (On 
Premises or Cloud Based) to access a single or multiple Rialto Smart Home systems. 

System Schematic:
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EBMS/CONNECT CONFIGURATION 
1. Install eBMS/Connect App on your Apple device.  This app is currently only 

available for Apple devices (Android OS is not supported). 

2. Once installed open the app and follow the on screen instructions to configure your 
system.  This will start with adding a White Box.  
 
You will then be asked to press the commissioning button on the White Box.  This will 
search for all Smart Home devices and also bind the App ID into the White Box.  
 
Ensure you are on the same WiFi network that the White Box is connected to.  This 
process can last up to 60 seconds.  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3. Once the box has been found you add a location description to the device then 
press the Continue button. 
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4. The connection of the Smart Home devices and App is now complete.  Further 
configuration of the devices may be required -  

• Time Schedules 
• Pairing of Devices (Thermostat + Smart Relay etc) 

5. If you wish to access the system OFF premises then you will need to complete the 
registration process.  This can be done from the Menu > User Registration.  You will 
need to provide -  

• Username 
• Email Address 
• Password 

6. Once completed you will get an email confirming your registration and the App will 
now work OFF premises as well as ON premises. 
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NIAGARA DRIVER - GETTING STARTED 
1. Install the eBMS/Connect JAR files into C:\Niagara\Niagara 4.x\Modules folder within 

your Web Supervisor.  The JARs can be installed on a JACE but will need to be 
installed in the above location prior to commissioning / updating the JACE.  
 
Once the JAR files are installed please restart your Station and Workbench for the 
update to take effect.  
 
NOTE: eBMS/Connect is compatible with Niagara 4.4 and above and has been 
tested up to Niagara 4.7 

2. Connect to the Platform of the Web Supervisor and navigate into the License 
Manager. 
 
Press the IMPORT button and select the third option ‘Import From Niagara Central’.  
This option will only work if you have an internet connection available.  Otherwise 
manually install the Tyrrell License AND Certificate files you have been provided.  
NOTE: Only installing the license file and not the Certificate will lead to the driver not 
functioning correctly.  
 
NOTE: The driver is licensed based on site connections (e.g. number of White Box 
connections).  It is possible to have multiple site connections within a single station. 

3. Once the licenses have been updated the Station will most likely restart.  Connect to 
the Station and you are ready to configure the eBMS/Connect driver. 
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NIAGARA DRIVER REGISTRATION 
1. Open the Station and navigate to Config > Drivers.  

2. Insert a New Driver and select the eBMSConnect Driver.  
NOTE an eBMS/Connect Driver can only communicate to a single White Box.  If you 
require to communicate to multiple remote locations you will need to add more 
drivers to the Station.  

NOTE: The Driver has a HELP action detailing all of the Steps to complete the 
configuration. 

The above steps will be explained in detail below. 
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3. Go into the property sheet of the eBMS/Connect network.  Right click on the eBMS/
Connect network > Actions > Request Registration Key 

NOTE: The registration requires a further license to be in place in the Tyrrell Cloud 
Licensing Server.  This is based on the HOST ID of the host running the driver and the 
number of site connections required. 

If the registration with the Cloud Server is successful then the KEY field will populate with 
a new registration key as per the below example. 
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4. Re-open the eBMS/Connect App on your Apple device.  Open the Menu > 
Preferences. 
 
Select the Niagara Registration option. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 Providing the registration is successful you will be prompted for a password (123).   
 You will then be able to enter the registration key. 

 If the registration fails for any reason you will be presented with an error message   
 stating the registration check was unsuccessful.  If this occurs please contact   
 Tyrrell Products for support.  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5. Once completed return to the Web Supervisor.  
 
Go into the property sheet of the eBMS/Connect network.  Right click on the eBMS/
Connect network > Actions > Register Gateway. 

 

6. The driver is now ready to learn the Smart Home devices within the remote site.  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NIAGARA DRIVER CONFIGURATION 
1. Navigate into the eBMS/Connect driver and you will be presented with the Device 

Manager view.  

2. Press the Discover button.  
 
All devices registered within the White Box at the site end will be presented in the 
discovery window. 

3. Add the required devices to the Points database. 
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4. Once the devices have been added navigate into the points extension of a device 
and discover the available points.   

5. The devices schedules can then be configured or the points within the devices set / 
overridden. 
 
NOTE: The points will ONLY read-back based on the PING interval within the health 
section of the driver (the default time period for this is 5 minutes.  If you require a 
more frequent update than five minutes then adjust this time down).  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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 
 
Q: Do any specific ports need to be opened to allow data connections? 

A: On Premises no ports need to be opened.  Once connected to the sites router the flow 
of traffic is all outbound from the WhiteBox to the Rialto Cloud Server. 

The Niagara server uses port 1883 to communicate with the Rialto Cloud Server.  The flow 
of traffic is always outbound from the Niagara Server to the Rialto Cloud Server. 

Q: What data is stored in the WhiteBox? 

A: The only “sensible” data inside WhiteBox is the geolocation that the App sends back. It 
contains the live data and storage data about devices that are connected to it, like 
temperatures, scheduler, switches status etc. 

Q: What data is stored on the mobile device running eBMS/Connect? 

A: The eBMS/Connect App contains an internal database which has the following 
information stored: 

• WhiteBox serial number 

• Address of the user (optional) 

• Geographic coordinates that are used IF the geofence feature is enabled. 

• Username and password that are used to login to the server 

• URL and other data that are used to communicate with the server 

The database is contained in a sandbox, an operative system technology that isolates one 
application to the others.  Meaning that no other application on the device can use that 
data. It is a standard de-facto security management. 
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Q: What data is stored in the cloud server? 

A: The following personal details are stored on the cloud server: 

• email address (as user name) 

• Password 

• Name 

The telemetric data is stored in a separate DB that matches with the telemetric data from 
the site end only with a key. 

Q: How is data in transit protected? 

A: The data in transit is telemetric data that is encrypted with a key that identifies a specific 
user match. User email, password and user name are transmitted only during the 
registration phase of the App (via HTTPS). 

Q: What encryption / transport security is used? 

A: The data from mobile APP to THE cloud server (and vice versa) are sent via secure 
protocols (HTTPS and MQTT) over TLS/SSL 

Q: Can the could server be hosted by a customer on premises or will it always remain off 
premises (i.e. Cloud based)? 

A: The configuration of the server can be changed to point at a new server instance. The 
WhiteBox could then be configured to reach the new server (on premises or cloud based). 

NOTE: This is not a standard configuration and will incur additional charges for the 
configuration changes required 
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Q:	What	user	informa1on	is	stored	and	where?	

A:	The	only	personal	details	are:	
• Mail	(as	user	name)	
• Password	
• Name	
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REVISION HISTORY 

REVISION DESCRIPTION

1.0 Release Candidate

1.1 Questions & Answers Updated
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